HAVE DIGITAL MATERIALS AND SEEKING AN ATTRACTIVE, SECURE, SUSTAINABLE, AND AFFORDABLE ARCHIVAL SOLUTION TO PRESERVE THEM?

JOIN THE

Legal Information Archive

a long-term preservation solution for your law library's digital content
Digital information is fragile. It is easily corrupted, lost, or locked in storage formats that can’t be read or used by future technologies.

Effective digital preservation requires safe and durable storage, keeps content findable, readable, and usable, while maintaining its valuable metadata.

LIA uses Preservica as its technology host. Preservica’s platform is based on the OAIS ISO 14721 standard. It has intuitive upload functionality; sustainably and securely stores content; and includes exceptional access features, such as faceted and fielded search capabilities.
Subscription Information

TWO OPTIONS FOR 2022:

- **Institutional level**: a $1,500 annual fee. This level includes full involvement in LIA, including a designated collection for your library and participation in the project's steering meetings.

- **Collection level**: a $2,000 one-time fee for up to 1 GB of content per collection. Additional data and/or additional discrete collections can purchased. These collections are ingested by LIPA and housed in LIPA's general collection.

For additional information or to request a demo, contact Michelle Trumbo at lipa.trumbo@gmail.com.